Thank you…
PICA’s ongoing programs are primarily supported by an investment from the State Government of Western Australia
through ArtsWA in association with Lotterywest and assistance from the Australian Government through the Australia
Council, its arts funding and advisory body. PICA is supported by the Visual Arts and Crafts Strategy, an initiative of
the Australian, State and Territory Government.

PICA would also like to thank the following people and organisations for
their additional support during 2007:
Henry Boston & Margot Dorrington / AbaF WA
Anna Schwartz & Ruth Bain / Anna Schwartz Gallery
Alan Dodge, Gary Dufour, Jenepher Duncan & Robert Cook / Art Gallery of Western Australia
Allanah Lucas, Shane Colquhoun, Colin Walker, Ricky Arnold & Rob Finlayson / ArtsWA
Anna Waldman, Billy Crawford, Ben Strout, John Baylis, Andrew Donovan & Ricardo Peach / Australia Council
Carol Brearley & Jenny Simpson / AWESOME Arts
Dayna Metropolis & Norah Ohrt / BankWest
Natalie Musico / BellamyHayden
Barry Strickland, Tos Mahoney & John Michael Swinbank / Biennale of Electronic Art Perth 2007
CAOS Organisations
Thelma John / Central TAFE
Helen Curtis & Michelle McDonald / City of Perth
Geoff Warn & Daniel Aisensan / Donaldson + Warn Architects
Jim Cathcart & Jasmin Stephens / Fremantle Arts Centre
Sierra Waterman, Sunny Hall & Greg Cream / GRACE Fine Art
Stuart Duplock / Hawaiian
Dorian Lapthorne & Anthea Karparthakis / Jaguar Australia
Gerhard Kimenkowski & David Nolan / Jumbo Vision International
Mobile States Consortium
Paul Bui / monk media
Charles & Caroline Morgan
Georgia Cribb / NETS Victoria
Harley Stumm, Fenn Gordon & Nina Bonacci / Performing Lines
Barry Mather / Printezy.com
Roslyn Oxley & Amanda Rowell / Roslyn Oxley9 Gallery
Dave Houchin, Dave Cutbush, Mira Rao, Smiljka Dimitrijevic & Matthew Perkins / RTR FM Radio
Jessee Lee Johns / Studio Robot
Lindy Hume, Vernon Guest & Drew Dymond / UWA Perth International Arts Festival
Carol Whish-Wilson
Sharon Flindell / writingWA
Mike Felton / X-Press Magazine
Cover image: Matthew Hunt, Untitled (Sirens: Rosie’s place) 2007
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Soda_Jerk, Astro Black: A History of Hip Hop (Episode 1) 2007
Photo: Eva Fernandez. From Old Skool (never lose that feeling)
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Vision
For PICA to be a leading local and national contemporary arts organisation with an international profile, which fosters artistic excellence, creativity and engagement in the
contemporary arts.

Purpose
Our purpose is to:
•
•
•
•
•

Support and facilitate the work of contemporary Australian artists
Present quality and innovative art which engages, educates, takes risks and inspires
Build informed, lively, active audiences across the whole program
Provide a focus for artistic activity that encompasses local, national and international practice
Make contemporary art available to the widest possible audience throughout Western Australia

Values
In our work and relationships, we will be:
Innovative
Accessible
Critically and creatively engaging
Professional
Ethical
Supportive
Challenging
Informative

Key Strategic Goals: 2005–2007
1. Build organisational capability and sustainability
2. Diversify and increase income
3. Increase access to and engagement with contemporary art
4. Enhance the profile and reputation of PICA
5. Develop and engage audiences
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Bret Mattes			
Tos Mahoney			
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Michael Dulaney 		
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Chair
Deputy Chair
Treasurer (co-opted April 2007, elected May 2007)
(resigned June 2007)
(resigned February 2007)
(co-opted February 2007, elected May 2007)
(co-opted December 2007)
(co-opted February 2007, elected May 2007)
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& Ushers
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Gemma Creighton
Bayoush Demissie
Jean Gavin
Jason Hansma
Claire Hodgson
Candice Jee
Katie Keady
Katie Lenanton
Michelle Mansford
Minaxi May
Hayley McLennan
Elaine Morcombe

Director
Business Manager (until November 2007)
Communications Manager (from March 2007)
Curator (until September 2007)
Curator (from September 2007)
Production Manager (until March 2007)
Venue Production Manager (from March 2007)
Acting Performance Program Manager (from November 2007)
Front of House Manager
Designer
Gallery Technician

Andrea Myers
Anna Noble
Patrick O’Brien
Rachel Ogle
Rochelle Phillips
Claudia Scalisi
Michelle Siciliano
Jacob Snell
Eloise Sweetman
Samuel Tait
Sete Tele
Victoria Till
Josh Webb
Laetitia Wilson
Andrew Verano della Vergiliana
Alex Vrcic
Adela Zverina

Administration
Bayoush Demissie		
Technical
Jedda Andrews
Kyle Bockmann
Gemma Creighton
Scott Henman
Chris Isaacs
Hayley McLennan
Clancy Travers
Rebecca Wilson
Installation
Peter Blankley
Consuelo Cavaniglia
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CONSULTANTS
Eric Sankey
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Tom Mùller
Rachel Ogle
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Rochelle Phillips
Tim Rodgers
Liana Sangster
Michelle Siciliano
Sete Tele
Alex Vrcic

Financial Management
Stage 2 Feasibility Study
Contemporary Performance Strategy 		
& 2008–2010 Business Plan
Hatched for Schools
Artists’ Car Boot Sale

Interns, Volunteers
& Work Experience
Lena Bradley
Crystal Cornelius
Bayoush Demissie
Katie Lenanton
Susan McEwan
Anna Noble
Ruby Richardson
Tyrone Robinson
Victoria Till
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Chairperson’s Report
Let me begin by offering a firm vote of thanks to all the supporters and participants who contributed to another successful year at PICA, in particular our key tripartite
funding bodies: The Australia Council, and the Western Australian Department of Culture and the Arts.
2007 was really a year of consolidation and planning for PICA. It was the first full year in her role for Amy Barrett-Lennard, who started as Director in April 2006 and
within months was creating significant shifts in the artistic and business framework of the organisation. Amy has certainly lived up to the high expectations that the
Board had at the time of her appointment, and the plans that she is implementing should cement and sustain PICA’s role at the forefront of the contemporary arts in
Western Australia.
PICA has a three year tripartite funding cycle, and three year business plans form the basic framework for the organisation’s funding agreements. Amy and the Board
had initiated the business planning process through a series of strategic reviews facilitated by Angus Walker of Ernst & Young late in 2006. Early in 2007, Planning
Consultant Carol Whish-Wilson was engaged to build on this and, through workshops with Board and staff and broader stakeholder consultation, develop PICA’s
2008–2010 Business Plan. This Plan, completed in August 2007, defines the strategic framework and business priorities for PICA in the context of its artistic, curatorial
and developmental goals. It is simpler and more accessible than previous PICA planning documents, and is blunt in its assessment of the need to grow the audience
base, rethink its funding model, and increase its support for both emerging and established artists in the State.
Another area where planning and change were mandated was PICA’s own business practices. During 2007 our new Business Manager Lisa Schreiber was charged
with the task of implementing rigorous new business processes and systems, the absence of which had been of concern to the board. Former Board member and
Treasurer Eric Sankey, also contributed to this task when he returned to PICA this time in the role of Financial Management Consultant.
PICA has had a very strong visual arts program for many years, but has lacked a focus on an important element of its charter: the development and production of
(rather than just being a rental venue for) contemporary performance. Prompted by changes in funding proposed early in 2007 by the Theatre Board of the Australia
Council, the PICA Board enthusiastically endorsed a proposal to develop a Contemporary Performance Strategy, and appointed Board member Julie Robson to
the position of Chair of a new Contemporary Performance Strategy Sub-Committee. Under the stewardship of Julie and Amy, PICA set about defining its position
and potential within the WA and national contemporary performance sectors. The result was an exciting set of performance programming objectives, and the
appointment of the delightful Chrissie Parrott as the initial Performance Program Manager for a three month period in November.
The state of the facilities at PICA has been of lingering concern for the Board and management. The fact that the gallery spaces have no climate control has been a
handicap to PICA’s programming ambitions for some time. We were thrilled when an offer of funding came through from DCA to support a ‘Stage 2 Redevelopment’
feasibility study. Geoff Warn, of architects Donaldson & Warn, was briefed to carry out the feasibility study in September 2007. Geoff has a long association with
PICA, and is sympathetic to its vision, goals and modus operandi. He was able to hit the ground running, or drawing as it were, and in a short time produced a
concept plan that will integrate PICA far better into its immediate environment, and provide the space and facilities necessary to bring our visual arts, performance,
studio, café and administration aspirations to fruition. Beyond refining and costing Geoff’s concept the real challenge will be to secure capital funding for the
redevelopment work in the next few years. The WA Government’s recently announced IGNITE package for the arts indicates a new and deep interest in the arts sector,
including a recognition of its infrastructure shortcomings, and augers well for PICA.
During 2007, the Board established a Capital Works and Facilities Sub-Committee to guide our thinking around the maintenance and redevelopment of the building.
I’d like to thank Stuart Duplock from leading developers Hawaiian for mentoring the committee as an Advicebank placement. His input has been invaluable in keeping
the project running on track.
Another Board Committee that was active during the year was the Marketing and Development Sub-Committee, chaired by Jill Thomas with the support of Georgia
Malone, who joined PICA as Communications Manager in March 2007.
The Board also established a Finance Audit and Risk Management Sub-Committee which will fulfill an absolutely indispensable governance function by internally
’auditing’ the financial reporting and health of the organisation, and monitoring its key risks.
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There were a number of changes to the composition of the PICA Board’s non-executive membership during 2007. Long serving Director (and long term contributor to
PICA) Cat Hope resigned in February after four years on the Board; Domenico de Clario moved back to Melbourne and resigned in June; and Jill Thomas resigned in
December after a brief but very productive stay as the Board’s marketing expert. Board members newly co-opted during the year were Roshana Lewis and Julie Robson
in February, Leslie Chalmers as Treasurer in April and Margaret Moore in December. Incumbent Directors Tos Mahoney (Deputy Chair) and Mick Dulaney (legal adviser)
remained with the Board. As always, I would like to offer a vote of thanks and admiration to these people, whose passion and zest drives them to donate their expertise
and their valuable time to fostering the programming excellence, continuous improvement and prudent governance of PICA.
On behalf of the Board, I would like to also offer a big thank you to the staff of PICA – to the eight permanent staff members and whole phalanx of casual workers, all
of whom worked ridiculous hours under relentless pressure in 2007, and did it all on the smell of an oily rag. I won’t name them all here – they are all listed, and their
achievements highlighted elsewhere in this Annual Report – but I salute their capacity for work, I am in awe of their ingenuity, and I ask them all, from a grateful Board,
to continue doing in 2008 what they did so well in 2007.
A huge vote of thanks to our 2007 sponsors:
•
Jaguar Australia, whose association and engagement with Tomorrowland and more proved to be a perfect match, and a value-adding experience for both the
sponsor and for PICA
•
Grace Fine Art, a long term supporter which provides high quality freighting services to PICA, and allows us the reassurance of knowing that the works which
travel to Perth will be well protected
•
Jumbo Vision International for their help in realising I took a deep breath... for the Biennial of Electronic Arts Perth 2007.
•
St Arnou for whetting the whistles of our thirsty patrons
•
RTR FM for on-air support
•
Xpress Magazine with their support of Hatched
In addition to our sponsorship program, PICA is developing a philanthropic donor program under the guidance of ArtSupport Australia. Towards the end of 2007, over
$15,000 of private gifts allowed PICA to match funding from the Australia Council to support the salary for a part time Giving Manager. Also at the end of the year, PICA
secured a private pledge of $150,000 over three years from Venture Capital entrepreneur and art lover Charles Morgan. This support from Charles and his wife Caroline
will underwrite the National Graduate Show HATCHED for the next three years, and will allow this unique and important national showcase for emerging talent to
continue – on behalf of emerging artists all over the country, I would like to sincerely thank Charles and Caroline for their generous and visionary support.
In her first full year as Director, Amy and her Curators Hannah Mathews, Melissa Keys and Chrissie Parrott delivered a strong and compelling artistic program. In addition
to HATCHED, PICA hosted 13 other exhibitions during the year, 16 performance seasons, 6 studio residencies by individual artists or collectives, and more than 30
educational programs, all in all bringing a record 85,000 people through the doors (up from 58,000 in 2006). We provided R&D grants to two creative development
projects (the largest for $15,000) selected from 23 applications, produced eleven publications, held our first artists’ car boot sale in the amphitheatre of the cultural
centre, and reached countless people through our mail outs and website.
Financially, PICA is on a sound and sustainable footing. With a total income of $1,183,447 (16% up from last year) we finished the year with a cash surplus of $5,234,
reserves of $332,083 and a healthy working capital.
The year closed on an optimistic note with the announcement by the Premier of Western Australia, The Hon Alan Carpenter, and his Minister for the Arts The Hon Sheila
McHale, of the Government’s IGNITE initiative, an innovative package of strategic and financial support which will deliver an additional $73 million to the arts in WA over
four years. The announcement came at the end of a tumultuous year for WA arts companies, and it is encouraging to see a WA Premier taking such a strong interest in
the nurturing of artistic creativity and the health of the arts sector in this State. It bodes well for the future. IGNITE presents potential opportunities for PICA to bolster its
contemporary performance and public art programming, to aspire to an increased agenda of major productions and programming, and to take contemporary arts on the
road from Perth into regional WA. Coupled with the planned redevelopment of PICA the future looks very promising.
Bret Mattes
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Director’s Report
2007 was a significant year for program, audience and strategy development at PICA. Not only did we embark on some ambitious exhibition and performance
programming and increase our total audience numbers by over 45% but we also began to develop strategies and plans that will see the organisation vastly
improve its program presentation and stakeholder service capabilities within the next three to four years.
Early in the year, fuelled by our desire to overhaul our performance program and using the funding changes newly announced by the Australia Council’s Theatre
Board as a catalyst, we set about developing a Contemporary Performance Strategy for PICA. The strategy was developed with extensive local and national
sector consultation and informed by PICA’s analysis of its own capacity and operations as well as that of the production and presentation capacity within the WA
contemporary performance environment.
The Contemporary Performance Strategy sets an exciting path for the future development of this area of PICA’s programming. Its aim is to move PICA away
from being a venue for hire to one with a year-round fully curated program of self and co-produced innovative and high quality contemporary performance
supported by a range of professional development programs for performing artists.
Another key area for development identified by the board and myself is PICA’s building and infrastructure. PICA is poised to grow substantially in the quality and
scale of programs it presents and the magnitude and diversity of audiences it reaches. It sees itself as a leader in its field and a major cultural attraction not only
in Western Australia but also within Australasia.
However, despite a modest re-fit in 1990 and the installation of disability access in 2003/04, the PICA building hasn’t ever been appropriately appointed to fulfil
its role as home to a major multi-arts cultural institution. It lacks climate control in the gallery spaces, a dedicated loading bay, adequate storage and workshop
areas, a visible and welcoming entrance point and a foyer that meets the needs of both the exhibition and performance spaces.
The provision of these and other key facilities are high priorities for PICA and ones that will impact significantly on the growth of programming and income
generation for the organisation. In 2007 PICA was delighted to receive funding from the State Government’s Department of Culture and the Arts for a feasibility
study into what has been dubbed its ‘Stage 2 Redevelopment’.
In September Architects Donaldson + Warn were engaged to undertake the feasibility study and began work on a costed development concept that would
address the organisation’s requirements and take into consideration inherent constraints such as heritage restrictions, city planning requirements, the existing
building fabric, access issues, and the needs of neighbouring tenants.
It indeed was a year for planning. As 2007 heralded the end of PICA’s three year Business Plan, it was time to launch into the creation of a new one for the years
2008 – 2010, and in line with a tripartite funding agreement between PICA, the Department for Culture and the Arts and the Australia Council.
With the able assistance of planning consultant Carol Whish-Wilson the staff and I used the strategic planning work done by the PICA board in the previous
year to further develop and fine-tune a new Business Plan. It naturally included the two major areas of development mentioned above but also outlined other
goals, strategies and activities which will see us strengthen our artistic program, provide increased support to artists, build audiences and increase and diversify
our income.
Our minds didn’t remain entirely focused on the future however. In 2007 we arguably delivered PICA’s strongest artistic program yet. With more ambitious aims
in sight we wowed audiences and critics alike – and the figures back this up. A whopping 85,000 people enjoyed our programs in 2007, a 46% increase from
2006! A more comprehensive performance program managed to double audiences to this area of our activities, while attendances at our education and public
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programs increased by nearly 100%. Our regional and national touring exhibition program reached a further 11,000 people, many of whom would rarely have
the opportunity to experience new digital art practices, let alone make it to PICA.
The highlights of our 2007 exhibition program would have to include Callum Morton’s Tomorrow Land and more which represented the first comprehensive
Perth airing of work by this nationally significant artist. Straight from impressing a notoriously hard to please European art world at the 2007 Venice Biennale,
Callum (and a number of private collectors) generously loaned us key works from the last 12 years of his career. These works, together with those created for
the 11th India Triennial and toured by NETS Victoria and a site specific piece specially manufactured by the artist for PICA, dramatically transformed our central
gallery space, turning modernist architecture on its head and inspiring, intriguing and amusing all those who visited the show.
I took a deep breath... PICA’s contribution to the Biennale of Electronic Arts Perth (BEAP) 07 was an equally ambitious and successful undertaking. Featuring
four stunning national and international artist’s projects that responded to the theme of ‘stillness’, this show challenged audiences to consider the intersections
between art, technology and science. Who could forget Ulf Langheinrich’s mesmerising WAVEFORM B, a piece that focused viewers on a large sheath of
quivering blue and white light, while they were enveloped aurally by an organic sync symphony.
Other highlights in the exhibition program included Rodney Glick’s specially commissioned PICA Pool and Geoffrey Drake-Brockman’s Floribots, both presented
as part of the Perth International Arts Festival; the terribly cool Old Skool (never lose that feeling) exhibition curated by Hannah Mathews and Robert Cook and
Andrew Sunley Smith’s disturbing Migratory Projects: The Drive Out Cinema.
PICA continued to support its exhibition and education program, artists and audiences with the production of high quality and free publications. A total of
eleven catalogues or room-sheets containing colour images, artists’ information and insightful essays were published and distributed widely to visitors, artists
and national and international arts professionals.
The performance program kicked off with a real gem in 2007. Toured by Mobile States and presented by PICA in partnership with the Perth International Arts
Festival, Back to Back Theatre’s small metal objects touched a capacity audience at each performance. Set in Perth’s busy Forrest Place and against a backdrop
of commuters, shoppers, and at times the dispossessed and angry, a story of power and acceptance unfolded as miked up actors moved among and interacted
with those that shared their space.
Another piece of theatre that stood out in PICA’s 2007 performance program was The Laramie Project presented by the Be Active BSX Theatre HotBed Ensemble
and Black Swan Theatre Company. With some stellar performances by young, up and coming actors this play, developed from real-life accounts and interviews,
powerfully chronicled the life of the inhabitants of Laramie, a town in Wyoming USA, the year after the high profile murder of young gay man.
Other highlights in the performance program included Sue Peacock’s Questions Without Notice, a dance work in progress viewed daily for a week in PICA’s
central gallery space; Lucy Guerin’s Love Me, a trilogy of contemporary dance works combining some of Australia’s best dancers, visual and screen artists and
sound designers and of course Didier Theron’s The Tenants and Self-Portrait Raskolnikov. Presented as a double bill by Strut Dance in association with PICA,
these two contemporary dance pieces combined the considerable talents of this acclaimed French choreographer with those of local dancers with whom he had
been working for three weeks as part of a creative development residency.
PICA continued its support of a broad range of contemporary arts practitioners via its studio and research and development funding programs. The studio
program takes place in three spaces and comprises a number of simultaneous residencies varying in duration from 2 – 12 weeks. Although not generally
offering residential accommodation it does provide artists with a dedicated space in which to work, the opportunity to form collegiate relationships with other
PICA studio artists, access to visiting artists, curators and other arts professionals to PICA, and engagement with a diverse audience. Artists work in their studios
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throughout the residency and provide artist talks and open studio days. Each residency results in a public outcome – from a short exhibition or performance to a
web presence or publication.
PICA also supported two projects through its Research & Development Fund. These included the development of a 3D interface device that choreographs and
dances as a response to its audience and the exploration of combining MMS (multimedia messaging) and text messaging marketing software for interactive
performance.
PICA’s artistic programs continued to be supported by diverse and engaging public and education programs, aimed to appeal to a range of audiences with
varying interests and levels of knowledge.
In addition to the HATCHED National Graduate Show Industry Forum for Artists and Schools Education Program, we held, for the first time, a HATCHED
Research Symposium. Presented in association with Edith Cowan University, this refereed conference allowed academics, art graduates, art educators, writers
and curators the opportunity to present their latest research on and experience with arts education.
Our regular artist’s floor talks were supplemented this year by some very popular illustrated lectures; Callum Morton on his work and recent experience at the
Venice Biennale, PICA Curator Hannah Mathews and myself on the major 2007 European art events and Phillip Goldswain, UWA Architecture Lecturer on the
culture of the copy.
While later in the year the notion of ‘old skool’ was further teased out with an online discussion board and an evening forum featuring artists, curators, a music
historian and an advertising guru.
Audience development programs included the hugely successful Artist’s Car Boot Sale, and in association with Writing WA the manic and inspired WA heats of
the Australian Poetry Slam competition and the more sedate Sunday Afternoon Book Club.
2007 marked the beginning of PICA’s touring exhibition program. PICA’s Screen Space Selection, three individually curated exhibitions of digital and video works
that were presented at PICA in 2006 toured to Bunbury Regional Gallery, Geraldton Regional Gallery and Christmas Island in 2007.
2007 saw the team at PICA change a little with departures by Mark Nanning, PICA’s much loved and long time Production Manager; inspired Curator Hannah
Mathews, heading back to Melbourne after taking Perth by storm in merely two and half years; and Lisa Schreiber, our inaugural Business Manager whose
family suddenly expanded.
We were sad to say good-bye to these colleagues but delighted to welcome new ones. Georgia Malone joined us as Communications Manager in March fresh
from another Perth International Arts Festival where she was the very able Marketing Co-ordinator. March also saw the arrival of Andrew Beck, accepting the
role of Venue Production Manager but generously taking on a lot more than that as the year progressed. In September Melissa Keys extremely competently
stepped into the big shoes left by former Curator Hannah Mathews. Melissa arrived with a wealth of curatorial and exhibition administration experience gained
from institutions such as Heide Museum of Art and the Monash University Museum of Art.
We were naturally thrilled when in November internationally renowned choreographer Chrissie Parrott agreed to act in the position of Performance Program
Manager for three months. This position is a vital part of our Contemporary Performance Strategy and one that we hope will become ongoing.
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The achievements of this year, and one in which there has again been much change, is really due to many dedicated people committed to what PICA stands
for. PICA’s permanent staff members, the army of casual installation, invigilation and front of house and bar staff and our generous and dedicated volunteers
deserve to be heartily congratulated.
PICA gratefully acknowledges the support of its funding bodies, the State of Western Australia through ArtsWA in association with LotteryWest and the
Australian Government through the Australia Council, its arts funding and advisory body. I must also acknowledge the invaluable assistance provided by the
Visual Arts and Craft Strategy, an initiative of the Australian, State and Territory Governments.
In addition to its funding bodies PICA also relies on the support of its corporate and media partners, without whom we really could not have achieved all that
we have in the past year. Our enormous thanks go to Jaguar Australia, Grace Fine Art, Healthway, Jumbo Vision International, RTR FM and Xpress media.
I would finally like to thank the PICA board for being ever active and supportive in a year that required us to think and work strategically. A particular thanks
must go to outgoing PICA Chair Bret Mattes who has so generously given his precious time, advice and humour.
Amy Barrett-Lennard
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Exhibition Program
8 February – 8 April

PICA Pool Party
Rodney Glick (WA)

PICA Pool Party was a major new commission by Rodney Glick for the Perth Institute of
Contemporary Arts. The entire floor area of PICA’s ground level gallery space was covered by a
made to scale, 1:1, flat, hard-edged minimal painting. Echoing the painterly history of flatness
and spatial play with an Australian backyard familiarity this work offered a tempting escape
over Perth’s long hot summer.
Presented as part of the 2007 UWA Perth International Arts Festival

Floribots

Geoffrey Drake Brockman (WA)

Made up of 128 robot flowerpots and equipped with telescopic stems and origami
flowers, this electronic ‘field of flowers’ danced in unison, choreographed by an embedded
microcontroller and influenced by the ‘mood’ of the collective and by the actions of the
audience.
Presented as part of the 2007 UWA Perth International Arts Festival

Collector

Neistat Brothers (USA)

A selection of works from America’s maverick Neistat Brothers was featured in PICA’s Screen
Space. Widely exhibited in both the art world and online, the brothers use the ubiquitous Sony
digicam to make short works with the spirit of a teenage science experiment gone wrong.

Top right: Rodney Glick, PICA Pool Party 2007
Photo: Tony Nathan. From PICA Pool Party
Middle right: Geoffrey Drake Brockman, Floribots 2005
Photo: Eva Fernandez. From Floribots.
Bottom right: Neistat Brothers, Propane Bomb 2006
Photo: Tony Nathan. From PICA Pool Party

‘Have experienced something
worthwhile, will rave about it.’
Waitress/Barista, 20–24 yrs

Left: Installation view, Vertigo 2007 Opening
Photo: Toni Wilkinson
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School of Visual and Performing Arts, Charles Sturt University, NSW
Michelle Bruni, Debra Howard, Kym Steinke

Department of Art, Faculty of BEAD, Curtin University of Technology, WA
Tom Ryadi Freeman, Gian Manik, Sophie Morris

School of Communications and Contemporary Arts, Edith Cowan University, WA

Ingrid Giddy, Scott Griffiths, Denise Pepper

Queensland College of Art, Griffith University, QLD

Aaron Burton, Lisa Christensen, Jennie Jackson

School of Art, RMIT University, VIC

Alice Hui-Sheng Chang, Phebe Parisia, Ana Tiquia

School of Arts and Social Sciences, Southern Cross University, NSW
Julie Barratt, Martin Heuston, Lisa Wise

Adelaide Centre for the Arts, TAFE, SA

Guy Marc Bottroff, Stephanie James-Manttan, Jeremy Piert, Lorelai Slegloff

Arts Academy, University of Ballarat, VIC

Tony Griffin, Marie Purtill, Anthony Woodward

VCA Art, Faculty of the Victorian College of the Arts, The University of Melbourne, VIC
John Eaton, Deven Marriner, Simon O’Carrigan

College of Fine Arts, University of New South Wales, NSW
Shannon Field, Tim Gaul, Dan Luo

School of Drama, Fine Art and Music, University of Newcastle, NSW
Tony Griffin, Heinz Lane 2007
Courtesy of the artist
From HATCHED 07

Angela Armstrong, James Curran, Teresa Ewa Wojna-Kenc

South Australian School of Art, University of South Australia, SA
Kate Lymn, Michelle Moore, Lara Torr

20 April – 24 June

HATCHED 07: National Graduate Show
The annual HATCHED National Graduate Show is the most
comprehensive national survey of emerging artists in Australia. In
2007, 21 art schools from around the country were represented by
64 graduates in an exhibition that has been a springboard for the
professional careers of many contemporary Australian artists.
Adelaide Central School of Art, SA

Seth Barker, Jessica Mara, Fleur Elise Noble

School of Art, The Australian National University, ACT

Mia-Lee Ching, Julie Monro-Allison, Kitiya Palaskas

School of Art, Design and Media, Central TAFE, WA

Guy Pendergast, Amanda Verschuren, Natalie Williamson

School of Creative Arts and Humanities, Charles Darwin University, NT
Imbi Davidson, Fiona Gavino, Glynis Lee
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Sydney College of the Arts, The University of Sydney, NSW

Shannon O’Loughlin, Bronwyn Thompson, Court Williams

Tasmanian School of Art, University of Tasmania, TAS
Belinda Marquis, Caz Rodwell, Peter Waller

Faculty of Architecture, Landscape and Visual Arts,
The University of Western Australia, WA

Adele Discerni, Catherine Everett, Laura Williams

School of Communication Arts, University of Western Sydney, NSW
TR Carter, Cathie Cox, Fatima Coris Evans

School of Art and Design, Faculty of Creative Arts, University of Woollongong, NSW
Justin Sayarath and Diane Cervantes, Sarah Korte

Supported by Grace Fine Art, Xpress Magazine, Monk Media, and endorsed by the Australian Council of University
Art and Design Schools (ACUADS).

‘The national graduate show is a necessary stop-off
for all those interested in the future of art in Australia. Not only to see
who’s hot and who’s not, but also spot the trends in art education
and discuss leanings in art thinking.’
Ric Spencer, The West Australian

5 July – 21 August

Tomorrow land and more
Callum Morton (VIC)

The first major Perth presentation of work by one of Australia’s most highly regarded artists,
this show used as its starting point Tomorrow Land, an exhibition of digital images and
architectural models curated by Stuart Koop for the 11th India Triennial and toured nationally
by NETS Victoria. PICA extended the exhibition especially for Perth audiences with the
addition of some of the artist’s key works and a brand new site-specific piece, Storefront, that
startlingly intervened with the entrance to PICA’s ground floor galleries.
Tomorrow Land and more was made possible by the generous support of its principal sponsor, Jaguar.
Tomorrow Land is a NETS Victoria Touring exhibition curated by Stuart Koop and supported by the Victorian Government
through Arts Victoria and the Community Support Fund.
Callum Morton is represented by Anna Schwartz Gallery, Melbourne and Roslyn Oxley9 Gallery, Sydney.

5 July – 2 September

Vertigo

Curators: Jaki Middleton & Holly Williams (NSW)
Artists: Eleanor Avery (QLD), Christopher Hanrahan (NSW), Rebecca Ann Hobbs (NZ),
Jaki Middleton & David Lawry (NSW), Ms & Mr (NSW), Holly Williams (NSW), Simon Yates (NSW)

Nine Australasian artists tackled the spinning sensation of vertigo in this exhibition of
sculpture, installation, painting, drawing and video.
Supported by The Invisible Inc, and the New South Wales Government, through the NSW Ministry for the Arts.

Pink

Curator: Travis Kelleher
Artists: Helen Britton (GER), Andrew Nicholls (WA), Helen Smith (WA), Jacob Ogden Smith (WA)

An exhibition of new screen-based works, pink highlighted the ideologies and identities
where the ‘real’ and the ‘simulated’ intersect in politically charged ways; the messy realities
that hamper the purity of political dreams, the ugliness of the body beneath the desirable
surface, and the failure inherent in desire and its objects.

‘Thank you! I’ve been visiting PICA for 20 years and always love it!’
Student, 45–54
Callum Morton, Screen #7 Here and There 2006 (detail)
Courtesy of the artist, Roslyn Oxley9 Gallery and Anna Schwartz Gallery
From Tomorrow Land and more
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13 September – 21 October 2007

I took a deep breath…
BEAP 07

Coordinating Curator: Hannah Mathews
For the 3rd Biennale of Electronic Arts Perth 2007, PICA presented I took a deep breath..., a
selection of four artist projects that responded to the 2007 theme of ‘stillness’. These distinct and
ambitious projects showcased intriguing intersections between art, technology and science, and
brought together electronic art practices from a range of leading Australian and international
artists.
Supported by BEAP and Jumbo Vision International.

Meditations

Boris + Natascha (GER/AUS)

A series of five guided visualisations, Meditations was a twisted re-imagining of self-help videos
that played with western society’s obsession with fear, albeit with a slightly more sinister bent.
Boris’ participation was supported by Der Regierende Bürgermeister von Berlin.

Cardiomorphologies v.2
George Khut (NSW)

An interactive installation that allowed participants to explore the connection between body and
mind through their own breathing and heart rate activity.
Developed with assistance from the University of Western Sydney, School of Communication Arts; The University of Technology
Sydney, Faculty of IT – Creativity & Cognition Studios; The Powerhouse Museum, Beta_space Gallery; and Performance Space,
Sydney (through its residency program).

WAVEFORM B

Ulf Langheinrich (Austria/Ghana)

This project immersed the viewer into an environment of light and sound. The work comprised four
cloned projection fields, artificial light waves, and an organic sync symphony.
Originally developed for ARS ELECTRONICA with a SIEMENS stipendium.

HOME (0,0)

Kylie Ligertwood (WA)

Encountered by entering PICA’s elevator, this commissioned work was a site-specific audio
experience that simulated the resident loft of 120 homing pigeons.

‘I admire the lean to unusual contemporary artists,
this work is interactive and well displayed. ‘
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Top left:
BORIS + NATASCHA, Meditations #2 2007. Production still. Courtesy of the artists
Middle left: George Poonkhin Khut, with Lizzie Muller and Greg Turner, Cardiomorphologies v.2, 2005
Installation view at Beta_Space Gallery, Powerhouse Museum, Sydney 2005. Photograph by Greg Turner
Bottom left: Kylie Ligertwood, from artist’s archive
Right:
Installation view, Ulf Langheinrich, WAVEFORM B, 2005

student, 0–19
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1 – 25 November

BankWest Contemporary Art Prize

Artists: Jean Astbury, Tori Benz, Aadje Bruce, Olga Cironis, Erin
Coates, Penny Coss, Joshua Fitzpatrick, Emily Holt, Nicole Huitson,
Kitpi, Eveline Kotai, Janis Nedela, Ngarra, Omborrin, Britt Salt,
Joshua Webb, Elizabeth Wheeler, Caitlin Yardley, Chris Young

In its seventh year, the BankWest Contemporary Art Prize featured
a selection of Western Australia’s finest contemporary artists for
exhibition. A cross-section of contemporary two-dimensional works in a
variety of styles and techniques were selected.
Winner ($15,000 acquisitive): Olga Cironis
People’s Choice Award ($2,000 non-acquisitive): Britt Salt

Economy

Curator: Consuelo Cavaniglia
Artists: Anthony Kelly, Pilar Mata Dupont & Tarryn Gill, Bennett
Miller, Tom Mùller, Anna Nazzari, Mark Parfitt, Ric Spencer,
Brendan van Hek

An installation-based exhibition that brought together nine West
Australian artists exploring the theme of efficiency and its relevance in
dealing with conflict. Through dance, performance and object-based
installation, the exhibition suggested a moderate approach to any given
situation might often produce the most effective outcomes.

New Work 3

Artists: Chris Bennie (QLD), Erin Coates (WA), Viv Miller (Vic)

An exhibition featuring new video works by three emerging artists from
across Australia. This show presented an opportunity to profile the work
of Australia’s new talent, while celebrating the continual rise of video
practice in Australia.
Brendan Van Hek, Hotbed 2007 (detail)
Photo: Eva Fernandez
From Economy

‘Every time I come here I have been rewarded with
very good work. Keep going on the same track.’
Artist, 55–64
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6 December 2007 – 27 January 2008

Old Skool (never lose that feeling)

Curators: Hannah Mathews & Robert Cook
Artists: Stuart Bailey (VIC), Irene Hanenbergh (VIC), Matt Hinkley (VIC),
Matthew Hunt (WA), Geoff Newton (VIC), Lisa Radford (VIC),
Soda_jerk (NSW), Darren Sylvester (VIC), Jenny Watson (QLD)

In a response to the rise of old skool styling in our contemporary culture,
this interdisciplinary exhibition brought together nine Australian artists who
each critically examined old skool stylings and its personal implications. It
investigated the productivity of old skool formations to generate fan-based
practices, products and personae while highlighting local subcultures and
trends through works that explore art, music, film and fashion.
Supported by AdShel

Migratory Projects: The drive out cinema
Andrew Sunley Smith

Filmed in three countries over two years, and exploring the cultural
anxiety that exists in the relationship between consumer objects and
the environment, this work, incorporating video and a large scale earth
installation, was presented as a ‘triptych’ for the first time at PICA. Informed
by the enduring experience of his migration from the North of England to
Australia (and many consequent moves since then), Sunley Smith is fascinated
with the turbulence and displacement of migration, and the creation of
comfort and familiarity in unknown landscapes and cultural environments.

Motion Pictures

Curator: Tristian Koenig
Artists: Damiano Bertoli (VIC), Todd McMillan (NSW), David Noonan (VIC),
Sanja Pakohi (VIC), Giles Ryder (NSW), Darren Sylvester (VIC)

An exhibition of video works with one thing in common – no sound. Its aim
was to re-enchant audiences by nostalgically returning to the era of silent
cinema and the silver screen.

‘Curated with respect and with a very real understanding of the
rhythms of longing [Old Skool] gives an insight into
the nature of art after irony.’
Andrew Sunley Smith, The Migratory Projects: The Drive out Cinema, Furniture
Drags / Table & Chairs (Odense DK) 2006
Photo: Tony Nathan. From Migratory Projects

Ric Spencer, Art Monthly
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Touring Program
2007 saw PICA’s first regional tour with the PICA Screen Selection. This program included three screen space exhibitions from 2006.

Re-planted: Songs unearthed by Weeding
Artists: 1st Avenue Machine, Marek Brandt, Jakub Dvorsky, Lycette Bros, Fredo Viola

Five artists from around the globe provoke a wide variety of responses as they explore aspects of the natural world, its evolution and its possibilities. Each
vignette provides an aesthetic and soundscape vastly different from each other yet managing to capture the inherent visual appeal of the world around us.
25 May – 1 July

Bunbury Regional Art Galleries
22 June – 9 September

Geraldton Regional Arts Centre
6 – 18 November

Christmas Island Community Gallery

Projekt Video Art Archive

Curated by Brendan Lee
Artists: Guy Benfield, Kathy Bossinakis, Philip Brophy, Peter
Burke, Lane Cormick, Sue Dodd, Leslie Eastman, Alex Gawronski,
Starlie Geikie, Shaun Gladwell, Emil Goh, Matthew Griffin, Robin
Hely, Rebecca Ann Hobbs, Stephen Honegger & Anthony Hunt,
Lyndal Jones, Jarrad Kennedy, The Kingpins, Christopher Koller,
Laresa Kosloff, Brendan Lee, Aylsa McHugh, Angelica Mesiti, TV
Moore, Kate Murphy, David Noonan & Simon Trevaks, Sanja Pahoki,
Dominic Redfern, Grant Stevens, Monika Tichacek, Daniel von
Sturmer & Meri Blazevski, Gary Willis, Anne Wilson

Projekt shows the evolution of video art through a plethora of moving
image works reflecting Australia‘s diversity.
5 October – 25 November

Bunbury Regional Art Galleries

‘Fantastic opportunity for islanders to see something different…’
Jakub Dvorsky, Plantage 2006 (DVD still)
From Replanted: Songs unearthed by weeding
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Arts & Culture Arts Room, Christmas Island

Hijacked Video Zine

Curated by Mark McPherson
Artists: Dfuse, Donnachie & Simionato, Candice Jee, Tove
Krabo, P. Nicolas Ledoux, Mark McPherson & Steven Drew,
Jan Mathias Steinfort – mateuniverse, Scott Pagano & Jochem
Paap, Pfadfinderei, Pleix, Sascha Pohflepp, The Wilderness,
Zeitguised, Emile Zile

Hijacked is a survey of contemporary experimental video works from
international artists. This exhibition includes moving images, mass
media and communication conventions which have been ‘hijacked’ –
appropriated, reworked and re-interpreted – into a diverse collection of
works.
22 June – 9 September

Geraldton Regional Art Gallery
10 August – 23 September

Bunbury Regional Art Galleries

Donnachie/Simionato, Holes in between 2005 (DVD still)
From Hijacked Video Zine

‘The community, particularly the tertiary education sector,
responded positively to this exhibition.’
Bunbury Regional Art Galleries
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performance
Program
22 January – 3 February

Deathtrap

Weeping Spoon Productions

Playwright: Ira Levin
Director/Composer: Wyatt Nixon-Lloyd
Designer: Nathan Tetlaw
Performers: Tim Watts, Shane Adamczak, Brendan Ewing,
Nathan Tetlaw
This new interpretation of Ira Levin’s play invited a small
audience to sit amongst the action as the story unfolded
around them. Walls disappear and boundaries drop as the
body count rises.
10 – 24 February

small metal objects
Back to Back Theatre

Director: Bruce Gladwin
Devisors: Hugh Covill, Bruce Gladwin, Simon Laherty,
Genevieve Morris, Jim Russell, Sonia Teuben
Dramaturgy: Melissa Reeves
Production Manager: Andrew Livingstone, Bluebottle3
Sound Composition & Designer: Hugh Covill
Stage Manager: Bernadette Sweeney
Costume Designer: Shio Otani
Sound Operator: Phillip Pietruschka
Assistant Stage Manager: Johanna Leishman
Stills Photography: Jeff Busby
Performers: Simon Laherty, Genevieve Picot, James Saunders,
Allan V Watt
22

Image from small metal objects
Photo: Toni Wilkinson

Presented by the Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts, the UWA Perth International Arts Festival
and Mobile States.
In an age when our value and respect is calculated by our productivity, this hilarious and disturbing
tale about the accidental downfall of a business awards night made audiences re-examine what is
‘right’. The action unfolded against the backdrop of Perth’s busy Forrest Place, with shoppers and
commuters becoming unwitting extras in this quirky and surprising drama. Wearing headphones,
the audience heard the dialogue and musical score as the miked-up actors moved through the
busy public space.
Toured by Performing Lines for Mobile States: Touring Contemporary Performance Australia. Mobile States is an initiative of
the Australia Council’s Theatre Board, receiving support from the Australian Government through the Australia Council and
Playing Australia.

16 March – 5 April

The Laramie Project

Be Active BSX Theatre HotBed Ensemble
8 – 11 March

STRUT Dance Season
Divertissement
Choreographer: Bianca Martin
Performers: Aisling Donovan, Aimee Smith, Patricia
Konijn, Bernie Lewis
Music: Shazam, Spiderbait

G-Nome
Choreography and video: Phillipa Clarke
Costumes: Robin Black
Performers: Phillipa Clarke, Jacqui Otago, Brooke Leeder
Music: Dolly, Steve Reich

Goose Lagoon – excerpts from new work
Artistic Director: Juliette Hubbard
Choreographer: Gary Lang
Performers: Gary Lang, Danielle Pender, Michele Dot,
Darren Edwards
Music: Queen of the Damned, Richard Gibbs & Jonathan
Davis; Kundun soundtrack, Phillip Glass

Playwright: Moisés Kaufman and the Members of
Tectonic Theater Project
Director: Adam Mitchell
Set Designer: Caitlin Ryan
Costume Design: Brad Reid
Lighting Design/Audio Visual: Mike Nanning
Composer: Ash Gibson Greig
Production Manager: David Filshie
Stage Manager: Chris Isaacs
Wardrobe Supervisor: Sara Walker
Photographer: Tony Harrison
Voice Coach: Julia Moody
Publicity: NRC Communications
Performers: Michelle Robin Anderson, Arielle Gray,
Brian Lau, David Maguire, Jo Morris, Sarah Reuben,
John Robertson, Luke Ryan
Presented by Black Swan Theatre Company
This play chronicled the life of the town of Laramie,
Wyoming USA in the year after the high profile
murder of young gay man Matthew Shepard.
Supported by the Heart Foundation.

Courageously Heroic Gallantry
Choreographer: Aimee Smith
Performer: Aisling Donavan
Music: GI Blues, Elvis Presley; Security, Otis Redding;
From Paris toujous L’Amore, Dimitri
With thanks to: Andrew Lake, Michael Whaites
STRUT launched its 2007 program with a season
comprising four mid-length works by some of the most
prolific independent choreographers in Perth.

‘that is what makes this play so compelling –
lives are changed as a result... sometimes in
unexpectedly positive ways.’
Jennie Fitzhardinge, The Sunday times
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11 – 22 April

Phaedra’s Love
Corazon de Vaca

Playwright: Sarah Kane
Director/Dramaturg: Julian Fuentes Reta
Assistant Director/Executive Producer/Stage Manager: Richard Seidel
Lighting Designer: Andrew Lake
Visual Designer: Mia Holton
Publicist: Sue Scrutton
Performers: Caitlin McLaughlin, Mischa Ipp, Luke Ryan, Maitland
Schnaars, Richard Seidel
A breath-taking exploration of what it means to be human by
controversial playwright Sarah Kane. Confronting the apathy and
ironic indifference of our post-modern world, Kane offers a vision in
which violence, pain, sex, joy and love are raw materials exposed to the
spectator.

26 & 27 May

3 – 19 May

Didier Théron

The Goose Chase
ThinIce productions & deckchair theatre

Creators: Matthew Lutton & Eamon Flack
Director: Matthew Lutton
Set and Costume Designer: Claude Marcos
Lighting Designer: Andrew Lake
Sound Designer: Kingsley Reeve
Composer: Ash Gibson Greig
Moving Images: Sohan Ariel Hayes
Performer: Eamon Flack
A kaleidoscopic one-man show, which bounced from Perth to Singapore
to London, and depicted an adventurous wrestle with love, exile and
humanity’s dubious first steps into the 21st century.
Supported by ThinIce Founding Patrons Noel Kagi & Handa, the City of Perth, Besen Family
Foundation, and The Foundation For Young Australians.

Image from Didiér Théron

STRUT Dance

Acclaimed French choreographer Didier Théron’s two performances at PICA
followed a creative development residency with Strut Dance and five Perth-based
dancers/choreographers. The residency outcome was entitled The Tenants, which
was presented together with Self-portrait Raskolnikov, a solo work created and
performed by Didier Théron around Fjodor Dostoyevsky’s character from Crime and
Punishment.

The Tenants
Choreographer: Didier Théron
Performers: Matthew Morris, Claudia Alessi, Sete Tele, Aimee Smith, Sue Peacock

Self-Portrait Raskolnikov
Choreographer: Didier Théron
Performer: Didier Théron
Music: Daniel Menche
Presented by STRUT Dance and the Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts
Supported by the French Government through the French Embassy, Australia and Alliance Française de Perth.
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2 – 23 JUNE

The Goat, or Who Is Sylvia?
Perth Theatre Company

Playwright: Edward Albee
Director: Melissa Cantwell
Design: Claude Marcos
Lighting Design: Matt Marshall
Performers: Nicola Bartlett, Michael Loney, John
Robertson, Ian Toyne
A startling and poignant black comedy by one
of America’s greatest living playwrights, this
production cut to the heart of modern love, and
explored society’s constraints on an individual’s
expression of love, questioning the limits of desire.
20 – 30 JUNE

Inform

PVI Collective

Devised and Performed: pvi collective, Ben Sutton,
Sarah Wilkinson
Soundscapes: Jason Sweeney
Production Manager and DJ: Mike Nanning
Researcher: Dr Christina Lee
Presented by pvi collective the Perth Institute of
Contemporary Arts
A unique live performance where audiences
listened to live radio broadcast from the comfort
of their own cars. Producing an intimate sonic
and visual journey, Inform cast a cynical eye over
a nation being urged to abandon its anti dobbing
traditions in favour of a culture of suspicion over
the back-yard fence.

‘This is one of the best productions I’ve seen in
Perth for a long time; intelligent, challenging,
disturbing and surprisingly witty.’
Image from Inform
Photo: Bohdan Warchomij

Sarah McNeill, The Post
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21 – 25 August

Etcetera Etcetera

Western Australian Academy of Performing Arts

Choreographers: Carly Armstrong, Sharon Backley, Holly Bennett,
Serena Chalker, Jessica Lewis, Ela Markstein, Kylie Murray, Lucy
Sedlaccek, Steven Smith-Ince, Nina Svraka, Stephanie Tulloch
Costume Designers: Holly Boyton, Demmy Gilmour, Renee Kristensen,
Brodie Simpson
Lighting Designers: Kyle Brockman, Ben Davis, Mark Hardinge
Sound Production: Sebastian Marks
Audio Visual Design: Blake Granston
Sound Designer: Sam Bettenay
Stage Manager: Rebecca Gibbs
Performers: Natalie Allen, Carly Armstrong, Holly Armstrong, William
Banks, Ashlee Barton, Lachlan Bell, Holly Bennett, Megan Berryman,
Amy Blakely, Sophie Burgess, Serene Chalker, Keith Chin, Richard Cilli,
Madeline Collopy, Larissa Cottis, Caitlin-Rae Cook, Annaleise Darby,
Lana Dodds, Dana Drage, Chris Ead, Marcia Evans, Scott Ewen, Kate
Gilbert, Leeke Griffin, Peter Fares, Emma Fishwick, Molly Fitzpatrick,
Sacha Flanagan, Jess Franke, Sally Hatch, Kate Herron, Yu-Shiang
Huang, Elyse Huxtable, Jess Ioppolo, Ben Kirkman, Nantale Kivubiro,
Fang-Ling Kuo, Sharni Laffan, Jamie Lee, Jess Lewis, Jehane Lindley,
Yen-Cheng Liu, Jenny Loth, Chia-Yu Lu, Ela Markstein, Sophie Meklons,
Abbey Mitchell, Jess Morris, Kylie Murray, Tiffany Nagy, Quindell Orton,
Janine Oxenham, Meg Parry, Chelcie Powell, Alison Plevey, Alisha Porter,
Emily Rooke, Maddison Rogers, Taryn Runkel, Lucy Sedlacek, Tahlia
Seinor, Joe Simmons, Steven Smith-Ince, Isabella Stone, Nina Svraka,
Rebecca Taylor, Ashleigh Tegart, Cara Thomas, Ella-Rose Trew, Ya-Chun
Tsai, Steph Tulloch, Gemma Urbini, Gabrielle Van der Elst, Julian White,
Bree Winton, Amy Wiseman, Sarah Worthington, Cathy Young
A dynamic collection of short original dance works choreographed and
performed by WAAPA dance students.

Image from Questions without Notice

29 August – 1 September

Questions Without Notice
Choreographer: Sue Peacock
Artists: Claudia Alessi, Olivia Millard, Aimee Smith, Charlotte Gault, Aisling
Donovan, Elanor Webber, Michael Whaites, Tim Rodgers, Russell Leonard,
Luke Hickmott
Set/Video/Technical: Andrew Lake
Dramaturgical Support: Bill Handley
Sound Manipulation: Ben Taaffe
A work in progress performed in PICA’s central gallery space for a week of
structured improvisation. Performers placed their bodies in unexpected and
uncomfortable circumstances to work toward a devised outcome.
Supported by the Western Australian Academy of Performing Arts
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29 August – 8 September

15 September – 6 October

Love Me

Loveplay

Lucy Guerin Inc

Images from Love Me
Photo: Jeff Busby

RED RYDER PRODUCTIONS

Choreographer: Lucy Guerin
Motion Graphic Designer: Michaela French
Lighting Design: Keith Tucker
Visual Artist: David Rosetzky
Music & Sound Designers: Francois Tétaz, Paul Healy, Darrin Verhagen
Production Manager: Emma Anderson for Megafun
Production Photography: Jeff Busby
Performers: Kristy Ayre, Kyle Kremerskothen, Kirstie McCracken, Byron Perry
The intimate beats of our emotional lives found mesmerising physical
expression in Love Me’s three short dance works. Acclaimed choreographer
Lucy Guerin combined her unique movement sensibility with the work of some
of Australia’s best dancers, visual & screen artists and sound designers.
Presented by the Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts and Mobile States
Toured by Performing Lines for Mobile States: Touring Contemporary Performance, Australia: a
national touring initiative of the Australia Council, the Australian Government’s arts funding and
advisory body, supported by its Theatre and Dance Boards and its Inter-Arts Office.

Playwright: Moira Buffini
Director: Emily McLean
Producer: Alison van Reeken
Set Design: Claude Marcos
Sound Design: Kingsley Reeve
Costume Design: Caitlin Ryan
Lighting Design: Lucy Birkinshaw
Performers: Emily McLean, Sarah Borg, Stuart Halusz, Benj D’Addario,
Kingsley Reeve, Andrea Gibbs, Renee Newman-Storen
Presented by Perth Theatre Company
Sexy, witty and powerful, Loveplay followed a trail of seductions, transactions
and encounters that took place in the same location in London across
2,000 years. Six actors played 31 characters through the centuries, and
encompassed ancient Britons to Elizabethans, hippies to modern day lovers.
Supported by the City of Perth

‘Lucy Guerin and her creative team are presenting one of the most inventive dance programs Perth has seen for some time’
David Hough, The West Australian
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7 – 10 November

Genesis

Western Australian Ballet

A selection of new choreographic works created by the WA Ballet’s dancers,
allowing the dancers to gain a constructive and technical understanding of
their artwork.

Invoke
Choreographer: Daryl Brandwood
Performers: Penelope Bishop, Melissa Boniface, Cass Mortimer-Eipper,
Christian Luck, Sergey Pevnev, Jennifer Provins, Jayne Smeulders
Music: Danza Ritual Del Fuego, composed by Manuel Falla, performed by
Vibrations

A Scene From Don Giovanni

Image from Dancing in Wired Nature

3 November

Dancing in Wired Nature
STRUT Dance

Choreographer/Creator/Performer: Carol Brown
Architect/Creator: Mette Ramsgard Thomsen
Performers: Alice Holland, Imelda King, Aisling Donovan, Deborah Robertson,
Floeur Alder, Keira Mason-Hill, Phillipa Clarke, Sally Blatchford, Nari Leigh
Presented by STRUT Dance and the Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts
Perth audiences were invited to a striking performance piece led by renowned
British choreographer Carol Brown and Danish architect, Mette Ramsgard
Thomsen. Nine members of STRUT Dance performed a live installation based
on Brown and Ramsgard’s collaboration SeaUnSea, a serenely beautiful
interactive environment that evoked an evolving landscape.
Supported by the British Government, through the British Council Australia
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Choreographer: Emma Sandall
Performers: Iona Marques, Marco Pagetti
Music: Don Giovanni La ci darem la mano, composed by Wolfgang Mozart,
performed by the Paris National Opera Theatre Orchestra

En Avant
Choreographer: Jayne Smeulders
Performers: Daryl Brandwood, Emma Sandall, Benjamin Marett,
Jennifer Provins, Sabry Ghalem-Chérif
Music: Tango Etudes, composed by Astor Piazzolla, performed by Gidon Kremer

In-Turn
Choreographer: Alessandra D’Arbe
Performers: Natalia Palshina, Alessandra D’Arbe, Sergey Pevnev
Music: Four Seasons Concerto No. 4 Winter, composed by Antonio Vivaldi,
performed by Felix Ayo

On The Verge
Choreographer: Melissa Boniface
Performers: Melissa Boniface, Tim O’Donnell
Music: untitled, written and performed by Christopher Boniface & Jack Barnes

Other Affairs
Choreographer: Tim O’Donnell
Performers: Melissa Boniface, Sabry Ghalem-Chérif, Cass Mortimer-Eipper,
Sergey Pevnev, Jayne Smeulders
Music: Fratres, composed by Arvo Paert, performed by the Gothenberg
Symphony Orchestra

Hermanas
Choreographer: Penelope Bishop
Performers: Penelope Bishop, Alessandra D’Arbe, Georgina Hagerty, Iona
Marques
Music: Entre Dos Aguas (Between Two Waters), composed by Paco de
Lucia, performed by Paco de Lucia and group

Arba’a
Choreographer: Catherine Gross
Poet: David Goss
Performers: Tim O’Donnell, Jayne Smeulders
Music: Corpus Christi, composed by Benjamin Britten, performed by Jeff
Buckley

Image from Dr Egg and The Man with no Ear
Photo: Ken Drake

17 – 21 November

Take The Bait
Choreographer: Georgina Hagerty
Performers: Natalia Palshina, Georgina Hagerty, Sergey Pavnev,
Kasey Polkinghorne
Music: Good Bait, composed by Nina Simone, performed by Nina Simone and
band

Inside Out
Choreographer: Christian Luck
Performers: Daryl Brandwood, Benjamin Marett, Natalia Palshina, Jennifer
Provins
Music: Serenade, composed by Franz Schubert, performed by Anne Gastinel
& Claire Désert

Ludwig Raveling
Choreographer: Cass Mortimer-Eipper
Performers: Tim O’Donnell, Kasey Polkinghorne, Emma Sandall
Music: Pig Fur Elise, composed and performed by Elliot Goldenthal, String
Quartet II Assez vif, composed and performed by Quartetto Italiano
Stage Managers: Jenna Barton, Natalie Moir
Lighting Design: Scooter Byrne

Dr Egg and the man with no ear
Concept: Catherine Fargher, Jessica Wilson
Writer: Catherine Fargher
Director: Jessica Wilson
Designer: Jonathan Oxlade
Animation: Jamie Clennett
Composition: Biddy Conner, James Wilkinson (of Snuff Puppets)
Performers: Colin Sneesby, Ionat Zurr, Sue Castrique, Peta Murray
Production: Paul Lim
Using puppetry and projected animation this production was a playful
exploration of the ethical dilemmas of cloning.
Presented by AWESOME Arts
Commissioned with the support of the Sydney Opera House and presented as part of the 2007
AWESOME International Arts Festival for Bright Young Things
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STUDIO Program
15 January – 8 April

Andrew Nicholls
Studio 1
Nicholls developed a series of short digital video works mimicking
the aesthetic sensibility of early special-effects cinema. He utilised
the PICA studio to extend his ink drawings into stylised film sets
referencing historical depictions of heaven, hell and the underwater
realm. The completed works were featured in the group exhibition
pink.

Aidan Broderick
Natural Disasters

Studio 2
Broderick’s studio project focused on ways to digest and even
celebrate impending disasters by creating performance objects.
Research for the project was drawn from tribal solutions (eg rain
dance, totems, etc) and involved creating contemporary translations
to ward off disasters.

Nicole Andrijevic
Sacred PlaygRounds

Tower Studio
Andrijevic explored how ordinary spaces and everyday consumer
materials can be transformed into objects, sites and events
embodying the transcendental and festive qualities of the ‘sacred’.
Child-like play doubled as a ritual process for creating her works;
sanctified playgrounds and miniaturised fantasy worlds that unite
the saccharine coated quality of consumerism with sacred rites and
spiritual passage.
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29 October 2007 – 27 January 2008

Patrick Doherty
Studio 1
For the duration of his studio residency Patrick Doherty, known for working
on walls and large unstretched canvases, painted onto a huge army tarp,
taking the viewer on a journey between the realms of classical mythology,
fairytales, urban myths and current affairs.

Kieran Stewart

Factors of Production

Studio 2
Kieran Stewart created and exhibited a new series of works that touched
on our contemporary push for perpetual achievement without climax.
This production utilised video projections, performance, installation and
photographic imagery.

Bianca Martin & Deborah Robertson
BIKINI EYE part 2

Tower Studio
Bianca Martin and Deborah Robertson began the BIKINI EYE project at
the Australian Choreographic Centre, Canberra in July 2007. This project
continued at PICA with their investigation into art, sport, pornography,
and being Australian. It incorporated snippets of stories drawn from broad
ranging themes, which were then developed into choreography and film.

Left: Patrick Doherty, Bringing a Knife to a Gun Fight 2007 (detail)
Photo: Melissa Keys. Detail of the outcome of Patrick Doherty’s residency.
Above: Nicole Andreijevic, Somewhere over the rainbow 2006 (detail)
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public & education
ProgramS
FORUMS
Tuesday 20 – Saturday 24 February

WAMi Music business conference
A five day conference for WA Music Industry members which gave them the
opportunity to hear from and meet with industry professionals from around
Australia.
Presented by the Western Australian Music Industry Association
Friday 20 April, 12 – 5pm

HATCHED Symposium
A fully refereed mini-conference, the 2007 Arts Research Symposium brought
a diverse range of people to Perth from throughout Australia – including art
graduates, arts educators, writers, curators and practicing artists. Papers were
presented by:
• Lelia Green (WA)
• Dr Debra Porch & Andrew Forsyth (QLD)
• Meredith Frances Lynch (NSW)
• Dr David Prescott-Steed (WA)
• Dr Christopher Crouch (WA)
• Annette Seeman & Clyde McGill (WA)
• Jude Adams (SA)
• Emma Cox (VIC)
• Cat Hope (WA)
Image from PICA’s Artists Car Boot Sale
Photo: Amy Barrett-Lennard
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Saturday 21 April, 10am – 6pm

HATCHED Free Industry Forum For Artists
			
This forum was subtitled How to prepare for a viable future, and consisted of a full day
program of papers and open discussion by practising artists, curators, gallerists, service
providers and academics.
Morning session
• Chair: Kate McMillan (WA)
• Local artists: Consuelo Cavaniglia, Tom Mùller, Ben Riding, Tatjana Šešerko (WA)
• Australia Business Arts Foundation (AbaF): Jane Haley
Afternoon session
• Chair: Ted Snell (WA)
• Arts industry professionals: Tristian Koening (VIC), Craig Jud (TAS)
• Artists: Tim McMonagle (VIC), Leon Marvel (WA)
Sunday 29 April

Tura New Music

Sonic Image Festival Conference

A diverse range of national and international speakers, papers, lecture-performances,
artist talks, roundtable discussions and master classes addressing the theme of Sonic
Image: exploring relationships between the sound and visual worlds.
Presenters included: Philip Brophy (VIC); Cat Hope (WA); Paul Thomas (WA);
Bruce Mowson (VIC); Martin Wesley Smith (NSW); Duo Stump-Linshalm (AUST);
Robin Fox (VIC); Andrew Ford (NSW); Timo Kahlen (GER).
Friday 7 December, 6pm

Old Skool (never lose that feeling) Forum
This forum featured a series of presentations and discussions around the idea of ‘old
skool’ and its permutations within contemporary culture. Highlighting the many facets
of old skool, it brought together diverse speakers with a passion for creativity and
consumption, both powerful motivators in contemporary society. Speakers included
curators Hannah Mathews and Robert Cook; Melbourne based artist Stuart Bailey;
music historian Clinton Walker; and marketing guru Adam Ferrier.
The Old Skool Forum was complemented by an online discussion board.
Photo: Bohdan Warchomij
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illustrated talks
Friday 6 July, 6pm

From Tomorrow Land to Valhalla with Callum Morton
Callum Morton presented an illustrated talk about his work in Tomorrow Land and
more as well as the experience of presenting his latest work, Valhalla, at the 2007
Venice Biennale.
Friday 27 July, 6pm

Euro-Art-Fix 07
with Amy Barrett-Lennard & Hannah Mathews
PICA’s Director Amy Barrett-Lennard and Curator Hannah Mathews presented a
slideshow and talk about their recent experiences at the 2007 Venice Biennale, Basel
Art Fair, Documenta and Munster Sculpture Projects.
Friday 10 August, 6pm

Culture of the Copy with Phillip Goldswain
An illustrated lecture by Phillip Goldswain, Lecturer at the Faculty of Architecture and
Visual Arts, The University of Western Australia, was delivered as a tangent to the work
exhibited in Callum Morton’s Tomorrow Land and more.

Callum Morton
Photo: Toni Wilkinson

Artist talks

Thursday 5 July, 1pm

Thursday 15 February, 1pm

PICA Pool Party with artist Rodney Glick (WA)
Thursday 22 February, 1pm

small metal objects with actors Genevive Picot and Simon Laherty

Vertigo with artists Christopher Hanrahan (NSW), David Lawrey (NSW),
Jaki Middleton (NSW), Mr of Ms & Mr (NSW) & Holly Williams (NSW)
Friday 20 July, 6pm

pink with curator Travis Kelleher
Thursday 30 August, 7.30pm

Floribots, with artist Geoffrey Drake Brockman (WA)

Love Me with choreographer Lucy Guerin and dancers Kristy Ayre,
Kyle Kremerskothen, Kirstie McCracken, Byron Perry

Thursday 28 March, 6pm

Thursday 13 September, 1pm

Thursday 1 March, 1pm

Studio artists talks – Andrew Nicholls, Andrew Broderick & Nicole Andrijevic
with Jasmin Stephens

I took a deep breath… with artists BORIS + NATASCHA (GER/AUS),
George Khut (NSW), Ulf Langheinrich (Austria/Ghana), Kylie Ligertwood (WA)
Friday 2 November, 6pm

BankWest Contemporary Art Prize with winner Olga Cironis
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Friday 9 November, 6pm

Economy with curator Consuelo Cavaniglia and artists Pilar Mata Dupont,
Tarryn Gill, Tom Mùller, Anna Nazzari, Mark Parfitt
Thursday 16 November, 6pm

New Work 3 with artist Erin Coates
Friday 23 November, 6pm

BankWest Contemporary Art Prize with curator Norah Ohrt, and artists
Penny Coss, Olga Cironis
Friday 14 December, 6pm

Migratory Projects curator’s talk with Melissa Keys
wednesday 14 December, 6pm

Studio artists talks – Patrick Doherty, Kieren Stewart, Bianca Martin &
Deborah Robertson with Felena Alach

education
30 April – 18 May

HATCHED for Schools
A FREE program of professionally developed activities, including the
Teachers’ Professional Development Workshop, Guided Tours and Art
Workshops for students, and an Education Kit for primary and secondary
classes.
Supported by the City of Perth and ArtsEdge
16 – 20 July

bikelab School Holiday Workshops
PICA worked with AWESOME Arts to present The Bike Lab, a school holiday
workshop for bright young things!
Economy artists talk
Photo: Eva Fernandez
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audience development
Fridays 27 July, 31 August, 28 September & 19 0ctober

Australian Poetry Slam
An initiative of the State Library of NSW, the Australian Poetry Slam was presented by WritingWA in
association with PICA and the State Library of WA, and with funding from the Department of Culture
and the Arts.
Contestants were given a microphone, a live audience and just two minutes to impress the judges
with their spoken word, poetry, hip hop, monologues and stories. The WA winner and runner-up were
flown to Sydney in December to compete for the inaugural Australian Poetry Slam 07 title.
Winner of the Western Australian final: Vivienne Glance

Talking Books
Presented by WritingWA and the Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts
A Sunday afternoon book club where audience members could relax with a glass of wine in the PICA
bar and meet some of WA’s favourite authors.
Sunday 9 September

What Women Want with author Susan Maushart and State Librarian Margaret Allen.
Sunday 14 October

The War on Democracy with authors Niall Lucy and Steve Mickler and Grant Stone from Murdoch
University
Sunday 11 November

DC comics’ Batman with writer Shane McCathy and Grant Stone from Murdoch University
Sunday 9 December

Careless with author Deborah Robertson and Josephine Wilson.
Sunday 23 September, 10am – 1.30pm

PICA’S Artists Car Boot Sale
In an exuberant carnivalesque atmosphere, artists took over the Perth Cultural Centre, creating a unique
microcosm of art and collectables within a landscape of cars, tables, tarpaulins and suitcases. New works
appeared alongside older works getting a second airing, while collected art, trash, treasure and shiny
collectables framed performance and installation unique to the day. Visitors got to pick up a bargain or two
and chat to artists over their car boots.
Image from Australian Poetry Slam
Photo: Toni Wilkinson
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PICA Press

PICA Pool Party

Vertigo

Rodney Glick
Essay by Marco Marcon
12 month A4 Calendar with colour images
ISBN 1 875386 73 4

Various Artists
Essay by Anneke Jaspers
6 page fold out with colour images
ISBN 1 875386 76 9

Floribots

Economy

Geoffrey Drake-Brockman
Essay by Ben Joel
6 page fold out with colour images
ISBN 1 875386 72 6

Various Artists
Essay by Consuelo Cavaniglia
6 page fold out with colour images
ISBN 1 875386 78 5

HATCHED 07: National Graduate Show

Bankwest Contemporary Art Prize

Introduction by Amy Barrett-Lennard
52 page CD size catalogue with colour images
ISBN 1 8753 86742

HATCHED 07: National Graduate Show
Symposium & Forum Discussion Papers
Various Authors
Introduction by Amy Barrett-Lennard
90 page A5 B&W images
ISBN 1 8753 86750

pink
Various Artists
Introduction by Travis Kelleher
17 page CD size catalogue with colour images
ISBN 1 875386777

Various Artists
Introduction by Rodger McArthur
6 page fold out with colour images

New Work 3
Various Artists
Essays by Nicola Chatham, Jasmin Stephens, Danny Lacy
6 page fold out with colour images
ISBN 1 875386 79 3

Migratory Projects: The Drive Out Cinema
Andrew Sunley Smith
Essay by Ross Birrell
6 page fold out with colour images
ISBN 1 875386 80 7

Old Skool (never lose that feeling)
Various Artists
Essays by Clinton Walker, Kate Rhodes, Justin Clemens
Intro by Hannah Mathews and Robert Cook
32 page A4 two-colour Reader
ISBN 1 875386 81 5
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Research
& Development Fund
The PICA R&D funding panel met on 26 October 2007 to consider 23 applications
from a range of practitioners and collectives within Western Australia. The panel
was very pleased to be able to offer support to the following projects:
Geoffrey Drake-Brockman was awarded $15,000 toward the research and
development of Ballerina Omniscope. This work combines classical ballet
choreography, 3D laser scanning, real-time digital animation and machine vision
technology to create a world first ‘universal object’ 3D interface device able to run a
virtual ballerina simulation that continuously composes and dances ballet responses
to its audience.
The pvi collective were awarded $14,029 toward an intensive period of research
and development, exploring and testing the technical parameters for combining
MMS (multimedia messaging) and text messaging marketing software within a new
interactive performance title consume.
Geoffrey Drake-Brockman, Ballerina Omniscope 2007–08
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STATISTICS
			
Programs			

2004			

2005			

2006 			

2007

Exhibitions			

25			

21			

25			

14

Performances			

12			

13			

11			

16

Studio Residencies			

3			

9			

11			

6

Education & Public Programs

7			

16			

22			

32

Publications			

13			

17			

13			

11

Research & Development Grants

3			

4			

3			

2

Total				

63			

80			

85			

81

100,000

80,000
Attendance

2004

2005

2006

2007

Onsite Exhibition		

38,700

39,599

51,132

57,890
11,000

Offsite/Touring Exhibition					
Onsite Performance

5,732

10,160

5,010

9,559
2,308

Offsite/Touring Performances				

60,000

Education & Public Program

1,412

1,332

2,144

4,102

Total			

45,844

51,091

58,286

84,859

40,000

20,000
2004

2005

2006

2007

Total Attendance
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTs
DIRECTORS’ REPORT
Your Directors present this report on the Bureau for the year ended 31 December 2007.
The names of each person who has been a Director during the year and up to the date of this report are:
Ms Amy Barrett-Lennard 			
Ms Leslie Chalmers (from 1 April)		
Mr Domenico de Clario (until 29 May)
Mr Michael Dulaney 			
Ms Cat Hope (until 12 February)		
Ms Roshana Lewis (from 12 February)

Mr Tos Mahoney
Mr Bret Mattes
Ms Margaret Moore (from 12 December)
Ms Julie Robson (from 12 February)
Ms Jill Thomas (until 3 December)

The directors have been in office since the start of the financial year to the date of this report unless otherwise stated.

RESULTS FOR THE YEAR
There was a surplus of $5,234 (2006: $19,358). The company continues to receive support from the state and federal government in respect of its operations and will
endeavour to seek additional revenues towards improved programming.
			

PRINCIPAL ACTIVITIES
The principal activity of the company during the financial year was the promotion of contemporary arts within Western Australia.
There were no significant changes in the nature of the company’s activities during the year.

SIGNIFICANT CHANGES
There have been no significant changes in the state of affairs of the company during the financial year.

DIVIDENDS
In accordance with its Memorandum of Association, the company is not allowed to pay a dividend. Accordingly no dividend was paid and no recommendation for
payment of a dividend is made.

REVIEW OF OPERATIONS
A review of operations of PICA during the financial year indicated a 16% increase in revenue due to increased sponsorship and income from program partners.
This, together with reduced administration expenses, allowed for an increase in program, production and marketing expenses as well as an increase in salaries and
wages. The overall result was a small operating surplus for PICA.
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AFTER BALANCE DATE EVENTS
No matters or circumstances have arisen since the end of the financial year which significantly or may significantly affect the operations of the company, the results of
those operations or the state of affairs of the company in future financial years.

SHARE OPTIONS
The company has no issued shares or share capital and has therefore issued no options to purchase or issue shares.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS AND RESULTS
Likely developments in the operations of the company and the expected results of those operations in future financial years have not been included in this report as the
inclusion of such information is likely to result in unreasonable prejudice to the company.

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
The company’s operations are not regulated by any significant environmental regulation under a law of the Commonwealth or of a State or Territory.

INDEMNITIES
No indemnities have been given or insurance premiums paid, during or since the end of the financial year, for any person who is or has been an officer or auditor of the
company.

MEETINGS OF DIRECTORS
During the financial year, 8 meetings of Directors were held. Attendances were:
												
				
Number eligible to attend			
Number Attended
		
Amy Barrett-Lennard 		
8					
8
Leslie Chalmers			
7					
5
Domenico de Clario		
4					
–
Michael Dulaney			
8					
7
Cat Hope			
1					
1
Roshana Lewis 			
8					
6
Tos Mahoney			
8					
5
Bret Mattes			
8					
8
Margaret Moore			
1					
1
Julie Robson			
8					
7
Eric Sankey			
3					
2
Jill Thomas			
8					
5
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INFORMATION ON DIRECTORS
Amy Barrett-Lennard
Leslie Chalmers		
Domenico de Clario
Michael Dulaney		
Cat Hope		
Roshana Lewis		
Tos Mahoney		
Bret Mattes		
Margaret Moore		
Julie Robson		
Jill Thomas		

Ex-officio Board Member, PICA Director
Accountant, Arts Board, Business Management
Artist, Academic
Lawyer
Artist, Academic
Architecture Degree, Commercial Gallery Director
Arts Administration (Music), Arts Board, Business
Arts Board, Business, Fundraising
Arts Administration and Curation (Visual Arts), Arts Board, Business
Academic, Performing Artist
Marketing, Public Relations

COMPANY SECRETARY
The following person held the position of company secretary at the end of the financial year.
Mr Eric Sankey (bookkeeper) Mr Sankey was appointed company secretary on 13 November 2007.

PROCEEDINGS ON BEHALF OF COMPANY
No person has applied for leave of Court to bring proceedings on behalf of the company or intervene in any proceedings to which the company is a party for the purpose
of taking responsibility on behalf of the company for all or any part of those proceedings.
The company was not a party to any such proceedings during the year.

AUDITOR’S INDEPENDENCE DECLARATION
A copy of the auditor’s independence declaration as required under section 307C of the Corporations Act 2001 is set out on page 43.
Signed in accordance with a resolution of the Board of Directors.
Dated this 6th May 2008

Margaret moore
Director
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AUDITOR’S INDEPENDENCE DECLARATION
UNDER SECTION 307C OF THE CORPORATIONS ACT 2001
TO THE DIRECTORS OF PERTH INSTITUTE OF CONTEMPORARY ARTS LIMITED
I declare that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, during the year ended 31 December 2007 there have been:
(i) no contraventions of the auditor independence requirements as set out in the Corporations Act 2001 in relation to the audit; and
(ii) no contraventions of any applicable code of professional conduct in relation to the audit.

		
							
									

Dated: 6th May 2008						
West Perth WA						

DRY KIRKNESS
Chartered Accountants

J LAMPRELL - JARRETT
Partner
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INDEPENDENT AUDIT REPORT
To the members of Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts Limited
Scope
We have audited the financial report of Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts Limited which comprises the balance sheet as at 31 December 2007 and the income
statement, statement of recognised income and expense and cash flow statement for the year ended on that date, a summary of significant accounting policies and
other explanatory notes and the directors’ declaration.
Directors’ Responsibility for the Financial Report
The directors of the company are responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial report in accordance with Australian Accounting Standards
(including the Australian Accounting Interpretations) and the Corporations Act 2001. This responsibility includes establishing and maintaining internal controls relevant
to the preparation and fair presentation of the financial report that is free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error; selecting and applying appropriate
accounting policies; and making accounting estimates that are reasonable in the circumstances.
Auditor’s Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the financial report based on our audit. We conducted our audit in accordance with Australian Auditing Standards. These
Auditing standards require that we comply with relevant ethical requirements relating to audit engagements and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance whether the financial report is free from material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial report. The procedures selected depend on
the auditor’s judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial report, whether due to fraud of error. In making those risk
assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the financial report in order to design audit procedures
that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the company’s internal control. An audit also includes
evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by the directors, as well as evaluating the overall
presentation of the financial report.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinion.
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Independence
In conducting our audit, we have complied with the independence requirements of the Corporations Act 2001. We confirm that the independence declaration required
by the Corporations Act 2001, provided to the directors of Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts Ltd on 6th May 2008 would be in the same terms if provided to the
directors as at the date of this auditor’s report.
Audit Opinion
In our opinion, the financial report of Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts Limited is in accordance with the Corporations Act 2001, including:
(i) giving a true and fair view of the company’s financial position as at 31 December 2007 and of its performance for the year ended on that date; and
(ii) complying with Australian Accounting Standards (including Australian Accounting Interpretations) and the Corporations Regulations 2001.

		
							
									
									

Dated: 6th May 2008						
West Perth WA						

DRY KIRKNESS
Chartered Accountants

J LAMPRELL - JARRETT
Partner
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DIRECTORS’ DECLARATION

The Directors of the Company declare that:
1.

the financial statements and notes as set out on pages 47 to 59, are in accordance with the Corporations Act 2001,

		

(a) comply with Accounting Standards and the Corporations Regulations 2001; and

		

(b) give a true and fair view of the financial position as at 31 December 2007 and of the performance for the year ended on that date of the company;

2.

in the directors’ opinion, there are reasonable grounds to believe that the company will be able to pay its debts as and when they become due and payable.

This declaration is made in accordance with a resolution of the Board of Directors.
Dated this 6th day of May 2008.

Margaret moore
Director
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INCOME STATEMENT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2007

NOTE
Revenue from ordinary activities
Administration expenses
Bad and doubtful debts expense
Cost of sales
Depreciation and amortization expense
Marketing and promotion expenses
Program and production expenses
Research and development funding expenses
Salaries, wages, consultants expenses

2

Profit/(Loss) from ordinary activities before income tax
Income tax expense relating to ordinary activities
Net profit/(loss) from ordinary activities after income
tax expense

2007
$

2006
$

1,183,447
(192,998)
(295)
(32,365)
(40,321)
(82,025)
(166,365)
(29,994)
(633,850)
-----------5,234

994,688
(202,160)
–
(23,191)
(39,019)
(42,084)
(112,959)
(40,414)
(515,503)
-----------19,358

–
-----------$ 5,234
------------



–
-----------$ 19,358
------------

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2007
2007
$

2006
$

5
6
7
8

255,849
42,466
1,813
1,161
-----------301,289
------------

262,394
26,536
1,602
7,004
-----------297,536
------------

9

121,469
-----------121,469
------------

115,606
-----------115,606
------------

422,758
------------

413,142
------------

62,860
27,815
-----------90,675
------------

413,142
32,397
-----------445,539
------------

90,675
------------

86,293
------------

$ 332,083
=======

$ 326,849
=======

36,000
296,083
-----------$ 332,083
=======

36,000
290,849
-----------$ 326,849
=======

NOTE
ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents
Trade and other receivables
Inventories
Other current assets
TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS
NON-CURRENT ASSETS
Property, plant and equipment
TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS
TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Trade and other payables
Other current liabilities

10
11

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES
TOTAL LIABILITIES
NET ASSETS
EQUITY
Reserves
Retained earnings

12

TOTAL EQUITY
The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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STATEMENT OF RECOGNISED INCOME AND EXPENSE FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2007
General
Reserve
$

Retained
Earnings
$

Total
Equity
$

Balance at 1 January 2006

36,000

271,491

307,491

Surplus/(Deficit) attributable to members

–
---------36,000

19,358
---------290,849

19,358
---------326,849

–
---------$ 36,000
======

5,234
---------$ 296,083
======

5,234
---------$ 332,083
======

Balance at 31 December 2006
Surplus/(Deficit) attributable to members
Balance at 31 December 2007

STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2007
NOTE
Cash flows from operating activities
Receipts from members and customers
Receipts from program operators
Grants and sponsorships received
Payments to suppliers and employees
Interest received
Net cash (used in)/ provided by operating activities

14 (b)

Cash flows from investing activities
Payment for property, plant and equipment
Net cash (used in)/ provided by investing activities
Net increase/ (decrease) in cash held
Cash at the beginning of the financial year
Cash at the end of the financial year

14 (a)

2007
$

2006
$

52,834
154,409
928,482
(1,123,296)
27,210
-----------39,639
------------

27,884
81,307
880,673
(1,044,471)
17,165
-----------(37,442)
------------

(46,184)
-----------(46,184)
------------

(28,970)
-----------(28,970)
------------

(6,545)

(64,412)

262,394
-----------$ 255,849
=======

326,806
-----------$ 262,394
=======

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2007
Note 1. Statement of Significant Accounting Policies
This financial report is a general purpose financial report that has been prepared in accordance with Australian Accounting Standards including Australian
Accounting Interpretations, other authoritative pronouncements of the Australian Accounting Standards Board and the Corporations Act 2001.
The financial report covers Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts Limited as an individual entity. Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts Limited is a public
company limited by guarantee, incorporated and domiciled in Australia.
The following is a summary of the material accounting policies adopted by the company in the preparation of the financial report. The accounting policies
have been consistently applied, unless otherwise stated.
Basis of Preparation
Reporting Basis and Conventions
The financial report has been prepared on an accruals basis and is based on historical costs and does not take into account changing money values or,
except where stated, current valuations of non-current assets. Cost is based on the fair values of the consideration given in exchange for assets.
Accounting Policies
(a)
Taxation
The company is exempt from income tax under Section 50-45 of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1997 as the company is a non-profit organisation
promoting art and culture. Accordingly no income tax expense is recognised in the financial statements.
(b)
Inventories
Inventories are measured at the lower of cost and current replacement cost. Costs are assigned on a first-in first-out basis.
(c)
Leases
Lease payments for operating leases, where substantially all the risks and benefits remain with the lessor, are charged as expenses in the periods in which
they are incurred.
(d)
Property, Plant and Equipment
Each class of property, plant and equipment is carried at cost or fair values less, where applicable, accumulated depreciation and impairment losses.
Plant and equipment
Plant and equipment are measured on the cost basis less depreciation and impairment losses.
The carrying amount of property, plant and equipment is reviewed annually by directors to ensure it is not in excess of the recoverable amount from these
assets. The recoverable amount is assessed on the basis of the expected net cash flows, which will be received from the assets employment and subsequent
disposal. The expected net cash flows have not been discounted to their present values in determining recoverable amounts.
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Note 1. Statement of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)
Depreciation
The depreciable amount of all fixed assets is depreciated on a straight-line basis over their useful lives to the entity commencing from the time the asset
is ready for us. Leasehold improvements are depreciated over the shorter of either the unexpired period of the lease or the estimated useful lives of the
improvements.
The depreciation rates used for each class of depreciable assets are:
Plant and equipment
10–40%
Motor vehicle		
25%
Leasehold Improvements 30%
The assets’ residual value and useful lives are reviewed, and adjusted if appropriate, at each balance sheet date.
The assets’ carrying amount is written down immediately to it recoverable amount if the assets carrying amount is greater than its estimated recoverable
amount.
Gains and losses on disposals are determined by comparing proceeds with the carrying amount. These gains or losses are included in the income statement.
(e)
Impairment of Assets
At each reporting date, the company reviews the carrying values of its tangible and intangible assets to determine whether there is any indication that
those assets have been impaired. If such an indication exists, the recoverable amount of the asset, being the higher of the asset’s fair value less costs to sell
and value in use, is compared to the asset’s carrying value. Any excess of the asset’s carrying value over its recoverable amount is expensed to the income
statement.
Where it is not possible to estimate the recoverable amount of an individual asset, the company estimates the recoverable amount of the cash-generating
unit to which the asset belongs.
(f)
Employee Benefits
Provision is made for the company’s liability for employee benefits arising from services rendered by employees to balance date. Employee benefits expected
to be settled within one year have been measured at the amounts expected to be paid when the liability is settled, plus related on-costs. Employee benefits
payable later than one year have been measured at the present value of the estimated future cash outflows to be made for those benefits.
Contributions are made by the economic entity to employee superannuation funds and are charged as expenses when incurred.
(g)
Cash
Cash and cash equivalents include cash on hand, deposits held at call with banks, other short term highly liquid investments with original maturities of three
months or less, and bank overdrafts. Bank overdrafts are shown within short-term borrowings in current liabilities on the balance sheet.
(h)
Revenue
Revenue from the sale of goods is recognised upon the delivery of goods to customers.
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Note 1. Statement of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)
Grant revenue is recognised in the income statement when it is controlled. When there are conditions attached to the grant revenue relating to the use of
those grants for specific purposes it is recognised in the balance sheet as a liability until such conditions are met or services provided.
Interest revenue is recognised on a proportional basis taking into account the interest rates applicable to the financial assets.
Revenue from the rendering of a service is recognised upon the delivery of the service to the customers.
All revenue is stated net of the amount of goods and services tax (GST).
(i)
Unexpended Grants
The entity receives grant monies to fund projects either for contracted periods of time or for specific projects irrespective of the period of time required
to complete those projects. It is the policy of the entity to treat grants monies as unexpended grants in the balance sheet where the entity is contractually
obliged to provide the services in a subsequent financial period to when the grant is received or in the case of specific project grants where the project has
not been completed.
(j)
Goods and Services Tax (GST)
Revenues, expenses and assets are recognised net of the amount of GST, except where the amount of GST incurred is not recoverable from the Australian
Tax Office. In these circumstances the GST is recognised as part of the cost of acquisition of the asset or as part of an item of the expense. Receivables and
payables in the balance sheet are shown inclusive of GST.
(k)
Provisions
Provisions are recognised when the company has a legal or constructive obligation, as a result of past events, for which it is probable that an outflow of
economic benefits will result and that outflow can be reliably measured.
(l)
Comparative Figures
Where required by Accounting Standards comparative figures have been adjusted to conform with changes in presentation for the current financial year.
(m)

Financial Instruments

Recognition
Financial instruments are initially measured at cost on trade date, which includes transaction costs, when the related contractual rights or obligations exist.
Subsequent to initial recognition these instruments are measured as set out below.
Financial assets at fair value through profit and loss
A financial asset is classified in this category if acquired principally for the purpose of selling in the short term or if so designated by management and within
the requirements of AASB 139: Recognition and Measurement of Financial Instruments. Realised and unrealised gains and losses arising from changes in the
fair value of these assets are included in the income statement in the period in which they arise.
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Note 1. Statement of Significant Accounting Policies (Continued)
Loans and receivables
Loans and receivables are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determined payments that are not quoted in an active market and are stated at
amortised cost using the effective interest rate method.
Held-to-maturity investments
These investments have fixed maturities, and it is the company’s intention to hold these investments to maturity. Any held-to-maturity investments held by
the company are stated at amortised cost using the effective interest rate method.
Available-for-sale financial assets
Available-for-sale financial assets include any financial assets not included in the above categories. Available-for-sale financial assets are reflected at fair
value. Unrealised gains and losses arising from changes in fair value are taken directly to equity.
Financial liabilities
Non-derivative financial liabilities are recognised at amortised cost, comprising original debt less principal payments and amortisation.
Impairment of Assets
At each reporting date, the entity assesses whether there is objective evidence that a financial instrument has been impaired. In the case of available-for-sale
financial instruments, a prolonged decline in the value of the instrument is considered to determine whether an impairment has arisen. Impairment losses
are recognised in the Income Statement.
(n)

Critical Accounting Estimates and Judgements

The directors evaluate estimates and judgements incorporated into the financial report based on historical knowledge and best available current 		
information. Estimates assume a reasonable expectation of future events and are based on current trends and economic data, obtained both 		
externally and within the company.
Key Estimates – Impairment
The directors assess impairment at each reporting date by evaluating conditions specific to the Company that may lead to impairment of assets. 		
Where an impairment trigger exists, the recoverable amount of the asset is determined. Fair value less costs to sell or current replacement cost 		
calculations performed in assessing recoverable amounts incorporate a number of key estimates.
Key Judgements – Provision for Doubtful Debts
The Directors believes that all receivables are recoverable. Accordingly, no doubtful debts provision has been made as at 31 December 2007.
The financial report was authorised for issue on 6th May 2008 by the Board of Directors.
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2007
$

2006
$

880,993
38,166
183,119
8,802
27,210
45,157
-----------$ 1,183,447
=======

870,092
11,273
67,694
6,030
17,165
22,434
-----------$ 994,688
=======

32,365

23,191

23,237
–
17,084

19,585
7
19,426

5,082

3,960

7,500
2,247
-----------$ 9,747
------------

–
11,706
-----------$ 11,706
------------

754
255,095
-----------$ 255,849
------------

342
262,052
-----------$ 262,394
------------

Note 2. Revenue
Grants
Sponsorship
Program income
Other
Interest
Bar and café sales
Total Revenue
Note 3. Profit/(loss) from ordinary activities
Profit/(loss) from ordinary activities before income
tax expense has been determined after:
Charging as an expense –
Cost of sales bar and cafe
Depreciation of property, plant and equipment:
– plant and equipment
– motor vehicle
– leasehold improvements
Rental expense on operating leases – minimum lease
payments
Note 4. Auditors’ remuneration
Remuneration of the auditor:
– auditing the accounts – current auditor
– previous auditor

Note 5. Cash and cash equivalents
Cash on hand
Cash at bank
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Note 6. Trade and other receivables
Trade receivables
Other receivables

Note 7. Inventories
Stock – at cost

Note 8. Other current assets
Prepayments

Note 9. Property, plant and equipment
Plant and equipment – at cost
Less accumulated depreciation

Motor vehicle – at cost
Less accumulated depreciation

Leasehold improvements – at cost
Less accumulated amortisation

Total Property, Plant and Equipment

2007
$

2006
$

35,184
7,282
-----------$ 42,466
------------

25,128
1,408
-----------$ 26,536
------------

1,813
-----------$ 1,813
------------

1,602
-----------$
1,602
------------

1,161
-----------$ 1,161
------------

7,004
-----------$
7,004
------------

497,844
(403,115)
-----------94,729
-----------19,159
(19,159)
-----------–
-----------122,552
(95,812)
-----------26,740
-----------$ 121,469
------------

451,660
(379,878)
-----------71,782
-----------19,159
(19,159)
-----------–
-----------122,552
(78,728)
-----------43,824
-----------$ 115,606
------------
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Note 9. Property, plant and equipment
(continued)
Opening Balance
Add: Additions
Depreciation
Closing Balance

Plant and
Equipment
71,782
46,184
(23,237)
-----------$ 94,729
------------

Motor
vehicle
–
–
–
-----------$
–
------------

Note 10. Trade and other Payables
Trade creditors
Sundry payables and accrued expenses
Employee benefits

Note 11. Other Current Liabilities
Unspent grants (refer to Note 17)
Income in advance
Deposits and bonds

Note 12. Reserves- General Reserve

The general reserve was used in prior years to record amounts set aside to fund future
equipment purchases and leasehold improvements.
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Leasehold
improvements
43,824
–
(17,084)
-----------$ 26,740
------------

Total
115,606
46,184
(40,321)
-----------$ 121,469
------------

2007
$

2006
$

20,530
24,163
18,167
-----------$ 62,860
------------

22,758
9,855
21,283
-----------$ 53,896
------------

13,640
12,375
1,800
-----------$ 27,815
------------

4,317
27,380
700
-----------$ 32,397
------------

$ 36,000
------------

$ 36,000
------------

Note 13: Capital and Leasing Commitments

2007
$

2006
$

3,840
13,760
–
-----------$ 17,600
------------

3,960
–
–
-----------$ 3,960
------------

Non-cancellable operating leases contracted for
but not capitalised in the financial statements:
a) Payable – minimum lease payments
– not later than 12 months
– between 12 months and 5 years
– greater than 5 years

The lease relates to hire of office equipment.
b) Lease of Premises
The company has entered into a lease of land and buildings with the Minister for Works for a period of 21
years commencing 1 August 1991. The annual rental cost payable is $1.00 plus all outgoings as defined in the
lease. The leased land also includes all buildings and improvements on the land.
Note 14. Cash Flow Information
a. Reconciliation of Cash
Cash and cash equivalents		
b. Reconciliation of Cash Flows from Operations
with Profit from ordinary activities
Profit from ordinary activities
Non-cash flows in profit from ordinary activities:
Depreciation
Changes in assets and liabilities:
Decrease/(increase) in receivables
Decrease/(increase) in prepayments
Decrease/(increase) in inventories
Increase/(decrease) in payables
Increase/(decrease) in provisions
Increase/(decrease) in grants in advance
Increase/(decrease) in deposits and bonds
Increase/(decrease) in income in advance
Increase/(decrease) in memberships in advance
Cash flow from operations

$ 255,849
------------

$ 262,394
------------

5,234

19,358

40,321

39,019

(15,930)
5,843
(211)
12,080
(3,116)
9,323
1,100
(13,880)
(1,125)
-----------$ 39,639
------------

13,314
(6,511)
(12)
(68,327)
(33,310)
(26,947)
300
26,255
(580)
-----------$ (37,441)
------------
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Note 14. Cash Flow Information (continued)
c. Credit Standby Arrangements
The company has no credit standby or loan facilities.
Note 15. Key Management Personnel Compensation
Total compensation paid in aggregate to key management personnel during the year:
Short term benefits						

$114,944

Note 16. Financial Instruments
The Company’s financial instruments consist mainly of deposits with banks, short term investments, accounts receivable and
payable. The Company does not hold any derivatives at balance date.
Details of the Company’s main risk exposure are as follows
		
		
		
		

(a) Interest Rate Risk
The Company’s exposure to interest risk, which is the risk that a financial instrument’s value will fluctuate
as a result of changes in market interest rates and the effective weighted average interest rates on those
financial assets and financial liabilities, is as follows:
Weighted
Average Effective
Interest Rate

Financial
Assets

2007
%

2006
%

Cash at bank

6.50%

6.50%

Total Financial
Assets
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Floating
Interest Rate
2007
$

Fixed Interest Rate Maturing
Within 1 Year
1 to 5 Years
2007
$

2006
$

2007
$

2006
$

255,095 262,052
---------- ----------

–
---------

–
---------

–
---------

–
---------

255,095 262,052
====== ======

–
=====

–
=====

–
=====

–
=====

2006
$

		
		
		
		
		

(b) Credit Risk
The maximum exposure to credit risk, excluding the value of any collateral or other security, at balance
date to recognised financial assets is the carrying amount of those assets, net of any provisions for
doubtful debts, as disclosed in the statement of financial position and notes to and forming part of the
financial statements.

		
		
		

(b) Net Fair Values
The net fair values of all other financial instruments which are non interest bearing approximate the values
disclosed in the balance sheet.

Note 17. Unexpended Grants

Unexpended grants
b/fwd from previous
financial year

Australia Council
Visual Arts and Craft Board
Visual Arts and Craft Strategy
Other Australia Council

State Arts Funding
ArtsWA Core grant
ArtsWA VACs
ArtsWA Non-recurrent grant

–
–
–
--------------–
---------------

Grant income
received this year
104,755
150,000
1,214
--------------255,969
---------------

Grant expenditure
this year
104,755
150,000
1,214
--------------255,969
---------------

Unexpended grants
c/fwd to next
financial year
–
–
–
--------------–
---------------

4,317
–
–
--------------4,317
--------------–
--------------4,317
=========

3,870
348,696
348,249
–
233,724
233,724
9,770
10,230
20,000
------------------------------------------13,640
592,650
601,973
------------------------------------------–
32,374
32,374
Other grants
------------------------------------------13,640
880,993
890,316
Total Grants
=========
=========
=========
By way of a triennial funding agreement dated 10 June 2005 between PICA, the State of Western Australia through its Department of Culture and Arts
(ArtsWA) and The Australia Council, the triennial funding agreement requires in clause 4.7 that among other matters the company must treat the annual
funds in the accounts and records as a liability of the company until such time as the funds have been acquitted in accordance with the agreement.
Note 18. Members Guarantee
The company is limited by guarantee. If the company is wound up, the memorandum of association states that each member is required to contribute a
maximum of $1.00 towards meeting any outstanding contributions of the company. At 31 December 2007, the number of members was a minimum of 77.
Note 19. Economic Dependency
The company is dependent upon funding from the Government of Western Australia through the Department of Culture and the Arts, ArtsWA and The
Australia Council.
Note 20. Principal Place of Business
The registered office of the company and principal place of business is:
Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts Ltd
51 James Street
PERTH WA 6000
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